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Problem statement:
Emerging energy concerns dictate that the cost of data movement must be carefully weighed against the benefit, and that work must proceed with minimal movement to meet power constraints. Moreover, scientific applications are frequently dependent upon regular accesses and simple neighbor-based operations (stencil operations, jacobian, finite element relaxation, …) for both adaptive mesh and fixed-mesh distributed data. Finally, technology trends including 3D memory are suggesting new ways to deal with the memory wall, but thus far an execution model is lacking.

Proposed approach:
We propose threadlets, an innovative extension of ideas successfully demonstrated in the Charm++ model. A threadlet consists of a small instruction stream and its associated data. It is designed to enable Processor-in-Memory-Stack (PIMS) architectures made possible recently. Advances spurred by Moore’s law make this strategy a viable alternative and multiple companies have expressed interest and/or are researching the required hardware (e.g., Micron, IBM, QlikView).

A threadlet optionally has a stack associated with it. It can be thought of as a “continuation”. It consumes data and it produces/publishes data. Data produced can be tagged/marked for (a specific “port” of) another named threadlet, OR it could be just published with a global name (kind of like tuple-pace tuples, or Charisma parameters). A threadlet may be waiting for specific data items. It can either migrate to where the data items are, or fetch them, or arrange for them to be delivered to it.

The runtime system manages movement of data as well as threads. It decides if the threadlet will move to data or the other way around. In particular, it may decided to plan a threadlet in the memory unit’s control (logic) portion.

The overall flavor is that of macro-dataflow. The names of entities (data items threadlets) and their location service has to be scalably managed. This is another task for the runtime system associated with this approach.

Although chares are migratable across processors, they are mostly anchored to specific processor, and migrate occasionally. As such, they can be located using somewhat simpler mechanisms. Threadlets as conceived here are much more dynamic, requiring new sophisticated strategies to ensure threadlets and the data they need “meet” in convenient places, with minimized energy schedules.

Related Work:
In previous research, we developed Charm++ [1] and Adaptive MPI (AMPI, an implementation of the MPI standard based on Charm++) [2]. Both Charm++ and AMPI present a parallel programming system aimed at enhancing productivity in parallel programming while enhancing
scalable parallel performance. A guiding principle behind the design of Charm++ is to automate what the “system” can do best, while leaving to the programmers what they can do best. In particular, we believe that the programmer can specify what to do in parallel relatively easily, while the system can best decide which processors own which data units and which work units they execute. This approach requires an intelligent runtime system, which Charm++ provides.

At its core, Charm++ employs the idea of “processor virtualization” based on migratable objects. This idea leads to programs that automatically respect locality, in part because objects provide a natural encapsulation mechanism. At the same time, it empowers the runtime system to automate resource management. The combination of features in Charm++ has made it suitable for the expression of parallelism over a range of architectures, from desktops to existing petaFLOP-scale parallel machines. Moreover, through AMPI, those advanced features become available to “legacy” MPI applications as well.

Charm++ provides an application-independent, automatic, dynamic load balancing capability. It is based on migratable objects in Charm++ and migratable threads in AMPI [3]. By migrating existing tasks among processors, the Charm++ runtime system distributes computation uniformly across all processors taking the object load into account, while minimizing the communication between them. Similarly, the object migration capability can be leveraged to provide fault tolerance. Several fault-tolerant schemes are available for Charm++ and AMPI applications [3,4]. Most of these schemes, however, work in a reactive fashion, forcing some action after a system fault is detected.

The threadlets concept shares some characteristics with the Codelets work by Guang Gao [5], and the Concurrent Collections work by Kath Knobe [6]. Both of these efforts espouse small work units for various reasons. While our system also espouses small units of work, the fundamental raison d’être for our work is to exploit computational progress within the memory system.

In the present work, we propose to integrate smaller units of instruction streams and its associated data streams into our adaptive runtime system, and to locate this threadlets where they can efficiently be processed by emerging hardware strategy of Processing-in-Memory-Stack and/or Processing-near-Memory as a means to dramatically lower the system energy of the overall processing task while exploiting higher levels of concurrency automatically.

Assessment:
This approach directly addresses communication power concerns, readily exposes available concurrency, and through Charm++ like migratable mechanisms provides resiliency and load-balancing. It is able to benefit from prior work in the field of data flow and data flow graphs. It prepares the way for the emergence of processing in the memory stack which is at the proposed stage at this point (although efforts appear to be underway at several companies).
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